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In another dimension in the universe, there was
a village full of elves, and a smart King who was
a wizard. King Eric owned a crystal cave that
was protected by giant butterflies. The King was
very protective of the cave because his Queen
had planted a special seed to make the crystal
cave grow. Sadly Queen Mary was cursed by an
evil withc called Anjelica. Anjelica was jealous
of the King and Queen’s love for each other, so
she melted Queen Mary into a crystal. Her spirit
was trapped in the cave, but the King could still
her her and see her. King Eric was heartbroken
that she was trapped, but felt confident that he
would eventually get her out. The King spent
days and days making potions to break the spell.
He felt so sad about his Queen, but happy in the
knowledge that one day he would save her.
Meanwhile Anjelica was crepping through the
vines and trees to arrive at her secret cave. She
used a voice activating system to get in. Her
cave was lit by thousands of fireflies. Anjelica
busied herself making a spell to see what the
King was up to. “Booga Wuga Bobedo, show me
what the King is about to do,” uttered the witch
Anjelica. She looked into her green bubbling
pot of liquid, and saw the King in his crystal
cave experimenting with the sparkly, colourful
cave experiementing with the sparkly, colourful
crystal. The witch was so angry that steam came
out of her ears and her face turned red with
frustration. She thought angrility that she must
stop King Eric from saving Queen Mary.

So the witch cast a hypnotising spell on one of
the elves. The elf was forced to go and tell the
King that an emergency was happening in the
village. The King fell for it, and followed the elf,
leaving his precious Queen alone in the crystal.
A random butterfly saw what the elf was up to
and flew off to get one of the King’s guards. The
guard butterfly saw the witch creeping up to her
cave. He quickly flew down and captured the
witch. Meanwhile the other guards shadowed
over the village and grabbed the King to safety.
The King banished the witch and forced her to
undo the hypnotising spell. It wasn’t long
before the elf was back to normal. The King was
so protective of his village, that he put a force
field around it. Now King Eric had time to make
potions to get his Queen out of the crystal. One
morning the King was woken up by a light
shining in his room. He saw that it was a glow
from the cave. When he got there, his science
equipment was showing him the ingredient to
get the Queen out. King Eric was so excited,
finally he was going to release his Queen, and
see her again. He slowly pored the potion onto
the crystal and, POW, a shimmering light glowed
like a beautiful, striking rainbow, it shot out of
the cave which was now colourful and gleaming.
Then the Queen Mary shot out of the crystal
and came to life. The King cried with happiness,
and they went back to the castle. The Queen
was happy to be going home and to be back
with her King.

